Pharmacological modulation of circadian rhythms: a new drug target in psychotherapeutics.
Daily variation in an organism's physiology and behaviour is regulated by the synchrony that is achieved between the internal timing mechanisms - the circadian rhythms of the biological clock - and the prevailing environmental cues. Proper synchrony constitutes an adaptive response; improper or lost synchrony may well yield maladaptation and, in the case of humans, a psychiatric disorder. On a basic level, the circadian system is comprised of three parts: a central oscillator, its various neuronal inputs and its outputs. For all three of these parts, the dissemination of new information is moving at an unprecedented pace, and the number of molecular targets for the opportunistic pharmacologist is growing in step. Monoamines, neuropeptides, kinases - sorting through all these, much less developing one into a drug discovery programme, may be the biggest challenge. However, the potential benefits in targeting a basic flaw in a fundamental biological system may be enormous.